Deluxe Off-Grid Laundry Instructions
Congratulations on purchasing the high-capacity Deluxe Off-Grid Laundry.

You will find the following components:
Storm Washer
Drain hose with quick connect
Handle to help close and open lid

Drainpipe with holes
Wringer station with screen and drain hose
Wringer

To connect the wringer station with the washer remove the two bolts on the base of the Storm Washer
where the wringer station will be attached. This is the side which is vertical not slanted. After removing the
bolts, place the wringer station next to the washer and reinstall the bolts with the wringer station attached.
Attach the wringer on the side of the wringer station away from the washer. Tilt the wringer drainage plate
into the wringer station. Place the screen on the wringer station. The wringer station drainage pan can be
positioned to drain either right or left.
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Place the Deluxe Off-Grid Laundry on a table or platform. This eliminates having to bend over to rotate the
tumbler.
Fill tub 3/4 full of laundry. If you load too full, the clothes just roll with the tumbler instead of agitating.
After you load the clothes fill with water up to a couple of inches from the top.
Washing a full load is easier to rotate the tumbler than a small load. With a full load, one person can easily
rotate the tumbler. The Storm Washer comes with a handle on each side so two people can help rotate the
tumbler if desired.
Washing can be accomplished by rocking the tumbler side to side with occasionally rotating completely
around.
There might be slight leakage at the lid. Making sure the lid is tight with the provided handle helps
minimize this.
If using hot water, pressure might be created inside, and water/suds might ooze from the lid. To eliminate
this pressure, rotate the tumbler 4-5 times until the drain is on top. Open and close the drain. This allows
the pressure to escape. Repeat this procedure if additional pressure builds and needs to be released.
To drain, lock the tumbler in the upright position with the pin on one side of the washer. Attach the drain
hose and turn the drain valve, allowing the water to escape. A drain pipe is provided to help move clothes
from the drain area should the clothes clog the drain. Put the end with holes over the tumbler drain,
allowing water to escape.
When draining is complete, close the drain valve and detach the drain hose.
The tumbler locks in two positions with the attached pin; upright and sideways. Use the upright position to
load and to drain. Use the side position to transfer the clothes to the wringer station.
Wring the clothes after washing and prior to rinsing. This removes excess soapy water and improves the
quality of the rinse cycle. Depending on the amount of soap and dirt in the clothes, multiple rinse cycles
might be needed. Use the Storm Washer just like your home washing machine. Some loads are dirtier than
others and will need longer washing and rinsing.
After the rinse cycle, you can reuse the rinse water for the next wash cycle thus conserving water.
Presoaking the clothes softens the soil and grime in you clothes and makes the washing process more
effective.
The Storm Washer has industrial grade bearings with greases fitting for lubrication. Adding grease once a
year of frequent use is suggested.
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